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ABSTRACT

Most of the spam filtering techniques are based on objective methods such as the content filtering and DNS/reverse DNS checks. Recently, some cooperative subjective spam filtering techniques are proposed. Objective methods suffer from the false positive and false negative classification. Objective methods based on the content filtering are time consuming and resource demanding. They are inaccurate and require continuous update to cope with newly invented spammer’s tricks. On the other side, the existing subjective proposals have some drawbacks like the attacks from malicious users that make them unreliable and the privacy. In this paper, we propose an efficient spam filtering system that is based on a smart cooperative subjective technique for content filtering in addition to the fastest and the most reliable non-content-based objective methods. The system combines several applications. The first is a web-based system that we have developed based on the proposed technique. A server application having extra features suitable for the enterprises and closed work groups is a second part of the system. Another part is a set of standard web services that allow any existing email server or email client to interact with the system. It allows the email servers to query the system for email filtering. They can also allow the users via the mail user agents to participate in the subjective spam filtering problem.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of the Internet, email has become one of the most common media for us to exchange information. More and more people depend on it to communicate. Spam, unsolicited, undesired, bulk email (or junk email), has been a significant security issue for computer users and a massive waste of time, disk spaces, and network bandwidths. Spam has been recognized as problem since 1975 [1]. Spam is usually characterized as unsolicited commercial or bulk email, is sent in large numbers and repeatedly to individuals. According to the statistics from ITU (International Telecommunication Union), 70% to 80% of the present emails in Internet are spam, which has become a worldly problem to the information infrastructure [2,3].

Spam is a multifaceted phenomenon and therefore very complicated to address. This phenomenon is probably one of the biggest challenges the Internet will have to face in the immediate future [4]. A spammer sends a large number of messages to many different recipients who have not requested the content. (Interestingly most spammers do not care whether a particular addressee receives the message; they merely seek to get a sufficient percent of their postings delivered to some of the addressees.) Spam can conform to Internet technical standards and can contain no technical differences from legitimate—desired—messages.

Moreover, the association of spammers with hackers and virus writers poses a very real threat to the Internet security and availability. About 8 years ago, spam was sent by spammer’s own e-mail servers. Approximately 45% - 60% of spam is now sent from compromised systems distributed over the Internet [5-8]. Spam relaying increases the distribution base and at the same time eludes and overwhelms spam detection systems [9].

To fight the spam, there exist many objective measures that can effectively limit the spam email impact on the end users (subjects). Traditional anti-spam techniques include the Bayesian-based filters [10-13], rule-based Scoring Systems [14-16], DNS MX Record Lookup and Reverse
Lookups [17], DNS Realtime Blackhole List (DNSRBLs) or IP Blacklists [18]. However, these objective measures fail in many situations and they can have a level of accuracy. They suffer from the false positive and the true negative problems. Where a non-spam email can be classified as spam email or the filter can classify a spam email as legitimated email (non-spam). The spam problem is very complex one. An ideal anti-spam solution cannot be found as the spammers constantly try to invent new tricks and mechanisms to bypass the objective anti-spam measures so that their spam emails be classified as legitimated emails.

Emails are sent to human (subjects). Thus, only humans can accurately estimate spam emails based on the content. As a result, subjective methods are better than the objective methods for content-based filtering. If we can have a group of qualified users (subjects) to monitor and read all the incoming emails, sure this will be the ideal solution for spam filtering. However, for many reasons this solution cannot be applicable because of the privacy, the scalability, the huge volume of emails that is.

As we highlighted, objective measures alone cannot fight the spam problem. In addition, no pure subjective measures can be implemented effectively to work in real time. Subjective measures can check only the message content (the email body), but in no means they can check other spamming metrics like a forged sender email. Objective measures can accurately and rapidly eliminate in real time up to 70% of spam emails based on known spamming techniques. The only time-consuming and inaccurate objective measures are those filtering the spam based on the body contents.

In this Paper, we propose a new technique for the spam filtering problem. It consists in combining both subjective and objective methods. This can effectively be accurate and reliable spam filtering solution. If subjective measure is devised in such a way to maintain the privacy of the users, it can cope with almost all the newly devised spammer’s tricks that can pass through the objective measures. In addition, they can compensate (correct) the false-positive objective evaluations.

In addition, we have developed a complete system that is based on the proposed technique. The system consists of several software components. The first is a web-based email client application that allows users to access their email accounts from a central location. It allows them to benefit from combining both the traditional objective spam filtering and the smart subjective spam filtering. Users are the main players in the subjective spam filtering, thus through this application, they can do that in a smart way. Another application is also presented that can be used for enterprises and companies to allow them to add all their users to the systems and make them benefit from the offered solutions as well as participate in the subjective spam filtering problem. A web service is developed that allows any email server to request from the system the subjective evaluation of the newly arrived emails. Another developed web services allow the users of any email user agent to participate in the subjective spam filtering. All these open source software are presented in the paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the related works and research efforts are given. The description of the proposed technique is provided in Section 3. The developed Email Client Application that is using the proposed technique is described in Section 4. In addition, the cooperative subjective application is described in Section 5. In Section 6, we provided a set of developed web services that allows any other email application to interact with the developed system. Finally, the conclusions and the future works are given in Section 7.

2. Related Works

Various techniques [3,19-21] on automatically detecting or filtering spam emails have been proposed by building comprehensive databases for blocking emails whose addresses have been reported as black-lists or whose message bodies contain specific words or phrases defined as threatening terms, etc. The most famous approach based on the statistical filtering is the Bayesian filter [11-13], which is based on the Bayes’ theorem. This theorem states that the probability that an email is spam, given that it has certain words in it, is equal to the probability of finding those certain words in spam email, times the probability that any email is spam, divided by the probability of finding those words in any email. The drawback of the statistical filtering techniques is the processing time: the time required to process an email and to end up if it is a spam or not. Another problem with this kind of filtering is that it cannot fight against the new tricks of the spammers, like changing vocabulary, introducing the most recognizable terms or adding a relatively high number of random words, misspell words, adding numbers and symbols in the middle of the word or the phrase, etc.

Another new direction for the spam filtering problem which becomes now more popular is the Collaborative filtering [11,22] approach, which is a generic approach used to describe any type of filtering in which a network of intelligence is used to identify spam. A collaborative intelligence network can take many forms, such as a collection of lexical data in which characteristics of spam are described. In most cases, collaborative networks take advantage of the misfortune of others receiving spam to build better intelligence for future filtering efforts. This
idea is implemented in Vipul’s Razor [23], which is a distributed, collaborative, spam detection and filtering network. Through user contribution, Razor establishes a distributed and constantly updating catalogue of spam in propagation that is consulted by email clients to filter out known spam. Detection is done with statistical and randomized signatures that efficiently spot mutating spam content. The drawback of collaborative filtering is the participating community itself [11,22]. In large communities, there is either a high maintenance loop or, if automated, a high risk of false positives. Larger networks with high maintenance loops generally experience latency in updating their databases, in the same way that blacklisting has a propagation delay. Automated networks run the risk of false information being propagated or possibly injected by a malicious party. Smaller networks are generally more accurate and more real-time but lack the ability to cover a wide pool of fresh inbound spam.

The existing anti-spam techniques are passive, that is to wait for the spam email and to do all the best to identify the spam email and move it to the Spam folder of the user or simply drop it. However, in [24], a completely different approach is proposed for the spam problem. An active technique that attack the spammers’ resources. By grabbing all the links from an incoming spam email and building an application that periodically download the contents from these links, the spammers resources (their servers and network bandwidth) will be wasted answering the request from this application. Once this application is widely deployed and used by many users, it will act as a massive Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack on the spammers’ resources. For more details see [24].

Another direction to fight the spam problem is the “machine learning” techniques. Machine learning is the ability of a machine to improve its performance based on previous results. The key feature of machine learning is that based on existing dataset training has to take place in order to learn to distinguish between spam and non spam emails. Feature extraction is a major and critical part of machine learning. It does not work on the raw content of the email, but extracting the features then feed them to the tool that can tell wither this email is spam or not based on the experience it has during the training or the learning phase. Moreover, the dataset has to be divided into three parts, one of the training, another for testing and the third for the cross validation. Once operational, it can give false positive or false negative. These false predictions can be recycled to dataset to improve the accuracy. Of course, a retraining algorithm and update criteria have to be done regularly to deal with the new tricks of the spammers.

Some of the existing machine learning based techniques are: rule learning, decision trees [25], support vector machines [26,27] or combinations of different learners [14,28]. The basic and common concept of these approaches is that using a classifier to filter out spam and the classifier is learned from training data rather than constructed by hand.

In [29], ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm is proposed to detect spam in host level. In this work, the host link structure is first constructed by aggregating hyperlinks over web pages. Training and validation is required by ACO to distinguish between good (non spam) and bad (spam) web pages. The authors in [10] propose a social network Aided Personalized (SOAP) as a spam filter. SOAP does not focus on parsing key-words (e.g, Bayesian filter) or building blacklists, it exploits the social relationship among email correspondents to detect the spam adaptively and automatically. From the machine learning viewpoint, spam filtering based on the textual content of e-mail can be viewed as a special case of text categorization, with the categories being spam or non-spam [14,15,30].

Spam can also be sent embedded in an image [31,32] or in a PDF documents (i.e. the text of the message is converted to an image and sent by email or MMS to users). This kind of spam is very hard to detect as the spam detecting software has to decode the image and convert it back to text using Optical Character Recognitions (OCR) to identify if the content is a real spam or just a normal image. Only the human can read the text on the image. This trick of the spammers is one of the hardest to solve. Many research efforts concentrate to image spam detection as the ones given in [33,34]. In [33], a framework for filtering image spams by using the Fourier-Mellin invariant features is presented. Fourier-Mellin features are robust for most kinds of image spam variations. A one-class classifier, the support vector data description (SVDD), is exploited to model the boundary of image spam class in the feature space without using information of legitimate emails. However, these approaches have many limitations that limit their applicability in real time. They require too much computational power to process all the pixels in the image, usual many iterations have to executed with complex algorithms. Spammers use several techniques to make the text recognition almost impossible. They are language dependant techniques. There is no generic OCR for all the languages. This make these approaches ineffective for realistic techniques. Spam can be sent in an email.
measures are better than the objective measures for spam filtering. To fight the spam, there exist many objective measures that can effectively limit the spam email impact on the end users (subjects). However, these objective measures fail in many situations and they can have a level of accuracy. They suffer from the false positive and the true negative problems. Where a non-spam email can be classified as spam email or the filter can classify a spam email as legitimated email (non-spam). The spam problem is very complex one. An ideal anti-spam solution cannot be found as the spammers constantly try to invent new tricks and mechanisms to bypass the objective anti-spam measures so that their spam emails be classified as legitimated emails.

On the other hand, if we can have a group of qualified users (subjects) to monitor and read all the incoming emails, sure they will be the ideal solution for spam filtering. However, for many reasons this solution cannot be applicable because of the privacy, the scalability, the huge volume of emails that is sent by the spammers, etc.

As we highlighted, objective measures alone cannot fight the spam problem. In addition, no pure subjective measures can be implemented effectively to work in real time. Subjective measures can check only the message content (the email body), but in no means they can check other spamming metrics like a forged sender email. Objective measures can accurately and rapidly eliminate in real time up to 70% of spam emails based on known spamming techniques.

Combining both subjective and objective methods can effectively provide better result. If subjective measure is devised in such a way to maintain the privacy of the users, it can cope with almost all the newly devised spammer’s tricks that can pass through the objective measures. In addition, they can compensate (correct) the false-positive objective evaluations.

It is known that the spammers send the same email to thousands of users. In many situations, spammers send the same email every day or week. This led us to think in a way to devise a smart subjective measure so that the spam email can be viewed only by the first few email users. If, for example, four users agree that the email is spam, the system will automatically moves thousands of same-email spam to the users’ spam folders. That means that only the first few people will view the spam email and all the rest of the users who received the same email will not have to view it.

However, things are not easy as that. Spammers use special bulk mailing systems and mail merge so that the same email message will have different attributes. For example, they may change the Subject of the email per user. Some spammers include HTML image or Hyperlink links to track the users. Thus, for objective measures they are completely different emails and may seems to be legitimated because they are targeted to specific user.

There is a great challenge to eliminate the customizations the spammers inject into a spam email and to correlate them objectively. When the subjects (users) view the same-email spam copies they will see them as identically. But how to identify and remove the customizations attributes objectively to correlate this same-spam email is really very difficult.

We have devised an approach that is very effective in this matter. To protect the privacy of the user (the email receiver), and to try to correlate all the emails sent from the same spammer to thousands of users, we proceed as follows. Simply remove everything from the email message except the Sender Email address and the filtered message body. In the filtered message body, we keep everything (text) except the hyperlinks (for the images and the links). For these links, we keep only the hostname of the URL. The rest of the URL is removed. Traditionally, spammers tracks the users using the GET parameters which are included in the URL after the “?” (See Examples 4-6 in Table 1). However, modern URL rerouting techniques put the parameters in the folder parts of the URL. Example of such techniques are given bellow (Examples 1-3 in Table 1). The parameters in these URLs contains information about the target user (usually each email address has a database record in the spammers’ servers to know if he/she is active or not, the links he/she is interested in, the location of the user, etc.) In addition, it contains the spam campaign identifier hosted by the spamming infrastructure.

Therefore, in order to be able to correlate the same spam message, we have to remove all the link customization from the body text. This can be done by removing the tracking information in the link. Thus, we keep only the host part of the URL and remove the rest of the URL. All the other email messages fields can be modified per user by the spammer mailing system. Example of these fields are the Received field (from which mail server at which time), the Receive Date, the Subject, Message-ID, Content Length, To Field, etc.

The proposed technique for spam filtering is as follows:

- An application has to be developed that allows any user to access all the email accounts possessed by the user. This application must have a central database to store the user’s information and the email message information.
- Apply the user defined rules and filters to the newly arrived emails. This can include the use of the white, gray, and black lists. It can also combine several rules like “if the subject contains these words and the recipient fields contain some email addresses, and then move the email to this specific folder”. The rule or filter action can be to leave the new email in the In-box, move it to another folder, or simply to delete it.
Table 1. Examples of real tracking URL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example #</th>
<th>Link (URL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><a href="http://ninjaasteroid.com/5264627269082372363.UEOVHRA.YTH4D92/197417/141514/3024-006-2-5/bo1491120f699534ebba8ce7108651/cuoopfdhb.5IS6GKT">http://ninjaasteroid.com/5264627269082372363.UEOVHRA.YTH4D92/197417/141514/3024-006-2-5/bo1491120f699534ebba8ce7108651/cuoopfdhb.5IS6GKT</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><a href="http://fandragontastic.com/12081088282704739366.ABKPZNE.CVNOL3L/591323/140557/3472-006-2-5/3b96e15291c8b39b2929ac0388cbac05668.D639KPO">http://fandragontastic.com/12081088282704739366.ABKPZNE.CVNOL3L/591323/140557/3472-006-2-5/3b96e15291c8b39b2929ac0388cbac05668.D639KPO</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><a href="http://click.countrybaby.net/PngEc5SeXeETIZMEJUXwDzRDKrnuQEVRJceuRyCDmHRBlmVlqmdGWhGzV?&amp;n=1585615822&amp;h=97577e2a8852676ce90e10572ebbf32d26ef">http://click.countrybaby.net/PngEc5SeXeETIZMEJUXwDzRDKrnuQEVRJceuRyCDmHRBlmVlqmdGWhGzV?&amp;n=1585615822&amp;h=97577e2a8852676ce90e10572ebbf32d26ef</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><a href="http://click.vegasvapor.net/waQCEx6xJ2mEcSHbINLzRgiHJlmKGrZgcvbPRYsnRJCPaeCmmdWGEEAGR?&amp;n=1585581499&amp;h=765315c181e3cf08cbaca6837aa1d534916258">http://click.vegasvapor.net/waQCEx6xJ2mEcSHbINLzRgiHJlmKGrZgcvbPRYsnRJCPaeCmmdWGEEAGR?&amp;n=1585581499&amp;h=765315c181e3cf08cbaca6837aa1d534916258</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><a href="http://www.xtrack.com/click.tracK?CID=209129&amp;AFID=21845&amp;ADID=751949&amp;SID=">http://www.xtrack.com/click.tracK?CID=209129&amp;AFID=21845&amp;ADID=751949&amp;SID=</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- On the arrival of any email message, first the traditional spam filtering techniques are applied to filter these emails. No content-based objective filtering is required because they are time consuming and inaccurate. We are analyzing the spam emails since three years. About 70% of the spam emails can be accurately identified using these traditional spam filtering techniques.

- When the user open the Inbox folder of any email account and open any received email that is not filtered using the previous steps, the user can judge the email content whether it is spam or not. In the case when the user judge that the email content is spam, he/she simply clicks on a button labeled “This is a spam”. The application takes this into account and creates (if not already voted by another user) a record for this email. If several users agree that this email content is a spam, then all the other similar emails will be considered as spam. Matching (the meaning of similar) is based on the neutralized body text explained before.

- In this case only the first few users are forced to see the spam emails in their Inbox. For the rest of the users the email is placed in the Spam folder. Moreover, it is known that the spammers periodically send the same spam email (every day, week or month). Thus, the users will not be annoyed by these spam emails that cannot be cached by the objective spam filtering methods.

- On the other hand, if the user opens the Spam folder and finds that any email is not a spam, he/she clicks on a button “This is not a spam”. Then in this case, the application decreases the “Spam weight”. If the “Spam weight” is bellow some value, any similar email is considered as legitimate and placed in the Inbox. If the “Spam weight” is greater than certain value, all the incoming similar emails are considered as spam. If the “Spam weight” is between these thresholds, the email is placed temporally in the “Gray folder”. Periodically, the contents of “Gray folders” have to be reevaluated by the system to decide if the emails are spam or not.

To avoid the attacks to the system by the malicious users, a confidence factor has to be associated to each user. If the user makes correct voting (as the average votes of the email), the confidence factor is increased, otherwise it is decreased. If it is below some threshold, then the user’s voting will not be considered.

4. Email Client Application

In this Section, we present an Email Client Application (ECA) that we developed that can in addition to the functions offered by the classical email systems offer the proposed anti-spam solutions. We started from the fact that Internet users already have their email addresses (email accounts) and they are using them from long time ago. Any solution forcing the users to have different email addresses might fail as people do not prefer to change theirs as they are known by their correspondent users. Another fact is that many Internet users have more than one active email accounts (one for the work, one private, and one for web form registration or signing up, etc.). Thus, it is highly preferable for such users to have all their email accounts be read from a single web-based applications so that they can reach all these email accounts and manage them from a centralized location from anywhere in the world at any time without having to install special software.

We have successfully developed a web-based application that combines both the traditional objective measures and a clever subjective measure. Email Client Application (ECA) that we have developed implements the methodology provided in Section 3 and hence can be used by any user to access his email account (s) from a single location from the web browser. In it addition integrates the anti-spam features for all the users’ email boxes provided that these accounts have Mail Access.
Protocol (IMAP) or Post Office Protocol (POP3) access. It includes both the objective (traditional) spam filters as well as a clever subjective spam filtering methodology. This developed Application included the following features:

- Open source software. All the source codes of the application are provided. It can be obtained directly from the system website from the following link (http://aspam.asites.org/packages.zip). This allows any developer to add any feature to the existing one and use it or send us the patch so that we include it in the system.

- To pace the cloud computing era, we developed the system as web application that can be accessed from the Internet using any web browser. It can be accessed from anywhere in the world, at anytime, from virtually any device (Desktop computer, laptop, Smartphone, etc.).

- The main power of the system consists in the use of the traditional objective spam filtering combined with subjective approach. In such a way, the system will become more and more reliable and effective as the number of users increases. Up to 70% of the spam emails can be filtered using the traditional spam filtering techniques. However, the rest of the cases, especially the content have to be done based on the end-user contributions. Once the end-user opens a new email he can click on a button to say if it is spam or non-spam as well as the spam category of the message. This information will help the system to automatically move any quasi-similar email to the user spam folder for the rest of the users.

- The system is developed using the latest MS web development technology such as MS. Net framework v4.0, ASP.NET, VB.NET, etc.

- The developed application can be hosted on any web hosting environment having Internet Information Services (IIS) web server and MS SQL server 2008. Any company or a group of users can obtain the application (the server edition of the system), where companies/enterprises/groups can add their users to our system and manage their users with all the included security measures. For more details about that see the Email Server Application developed in this project Section 5. We have also developed several web services that can allow all the private installations of our system to interact with the global centralized one. For more details about that see the Web Services developed in this solution in Section 6.

- Any user can easily create an account with a minimal sign-up form on the system. The user can then setup the account by providing his/her existing mailbox account. The user can setup unlimited number of accounts he/she owns. The system does not provide any new email account for the user, but the user will provide the access information for his/her existing email accounts. For example, if the user has an email on yahooo, another on Gmail, another on Gmx, another on his work email server, etc.

- When viewing the list of emails in any folder in any email account, the user has two modes or options: the Lightweight mode and the full processing mode. In lightweight mode, no spam analysis takes place; the headers only are fetched form the remote email servers. No data is stored on the system database. This mode may be fast in the beginning because no email body is downloaded nor spam processing. However, the user can have all the other classical features like moving the emails to another folder or deleting the emails. In addition, in this mode, the user can classify any email he/she opens as spam, gray or non-spam. His rating and spam-classification on a message will be taken into account. In the Full processing mode, the unread emails in the Inboxes are thoroughly examined using the objective and the subjective spam filtering techniques. Email contents (except the attachments) are fetched from the server only once, after being processed, they are stored on the system internal database. Viewing the emails using this mode may by slow at the beginning depending upon the number of non-fetched emails. After fetching the emails, reviewing the email folders will be very fast.

- When the user open any email in any account, he/she can classify it as Spam, Gray, or legitimated one. In the case when classified as spam, he/she can have the ability to categorize it. In the case when it is classified as a spam, lengthy processing operations take place and the email moves to the Spam folder.

- The system supports the Mail User Agent (MUA) functionality, where users could compose there emails and sent it via the Mail Delivery Agent (MDA) via the SMTP protocol. To avoid classifying the emails sent from the global system as spam by the recipient emailing systems, the system will not send directly from the system SMTP server, but using the SMTP authenticated email account of the user (set up in the email account setup process).

- The system supports Mail Retrieval Agent (MRA) functionality, where users could retrieve their emails from the email server(s). MRA supported are both Internet Mail Access Protocol (IMAP) and Post Office Protocol (POP3). In the case when IMAP protocol is used, the user can access all the email folders in that account. He/she can access all the old emails, move the emails between accounts, create/delete
email folders, etc. The system supports the access to the built-in folders such as Inbox, Sent emails, Trash, Drafts, Spam. In addition, any user-defined folder is also supported (given that IMAP protocol is used). However, POP3 email accounts can access the Inbox folder only; no folder management can be done. Depending on the user email configuration, the user can access the old email or not.

- The system provides support of all the security and the encryption standards, including the support for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol, Transport Layer Security (TLS), S/Mime, APOP, NTLM/GSSAPI, and FIPS etc. When setting up an email account, using the port number, the system will automatically identify the security and encryption standard that will be used.

- The system supports all the email servers providing IMAP and POP3 access, where any user who has a mailbox on any server supporting IMAP or POP3, could read that account from the system via IMAP or POP3. In addition, the user could receive all the emails on the system and could also send the email from the system. Examples of such email servers are: MS Exchange, Lotus Notes, GroupWise, IIS SMTP/POP3, IMail, MailEnable, AxiGen, SmarterMail, SurgeMail, MDaemon, Kerio, CommuniGate, hMailServer, Exim, Postfix, Sendmail, Qmail, Courier, Dovcet, Cyrus, Zimbra, Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo... and any POP3/SMTP/IMAP compliant servers.

- A wide range of filters and actions is available. Each filter can have several rules: Sender email, the recipient (To and CC), the Subject. For each of these fields, the user can select: Start with, contains, end with, or exactly equal. If all the rules apply to any newly arrived email address, there are three actions: Leave it in its folder, delete it or move it to another folder in the same account or to a different email account for the user.

- Any user account has three built-in lists: Black list, Gray list and White list (per user lists). The user can create any other lists (per user lists). There is a whole list management configuration page on the system. User can create, rename and delete any of the user-defined lists. However, he/she cannot modify any of the built-in lists. Each list has an associated folder. On the creation of the list, the user must select the associated folder for it (the user has to select the Email account first, and then he/she has to select the folder from all the available folders under this email account). The user then can have full control over the content of each list. The entries of the list can be a complete email address, a domain address, or any part of the email. On the arrival of any new email, when the system process it, if the sender email address matches any of entry of the list, then that email will be moved directly to the associated folder in the associated email account for that user.

- On the arrival of new email messages, the order of processing will be as follows:
  a) First if the sender email/sender domain/or part of the sender email exists in any of the user lists, then the email message will be moved to the associated folder in the associated email account of the user.
  b) Otherwise, the filter rules are checked. If all the rules are satisfied for a specific filter, then the associated filter action will be executed. Actions may be to move the email to a specific folder in a specific email account or to delete the email completely, to move it to the gray folder or the spam folder of the user.
  c) Otherwise, the email message is checked if it has been reported by any user before as being spam or not. If so, check the spamweight of the previously reported email, if it is greater than the Spam-Threshold then move it to the Spam Folder of the user, otherwise move it to the Gray Folder of the user.
  d) Otherwise, apply the objective spam filtering rules (valid DNS, rDNS, DKIM, etc.). If the email pass all the tests, then the email is left in its Inbox folder in that email account, if on the other side one of the tests fails, then the email is moved to the Spam Folder of the user.
  e) Regularly, emails that have been moved to the gray folder automatically are reevaluated, if the Spamweight is more than the threshold, then move it to the Spam folder, otherwise move it to the inbox of the user. This is to avoid stalling an email long time in the gray folder and it could be important for the user and not important to the first few users who reported it as spam. If the user find that it is spam, he can report that and the Spamweight will increase. This can improve the accuracy and eliminate the need of other users to view a spam email.

- Security is of great concerns. Thus the developed application is secured and proof-tested against the known security attacks such as, SQL injection attack, cross sight scripting, etc.

5. Cooperative Anti-Spam Email Server Application

The second part of the developed system is Cooperative Anti-Spam Email Server Application (CASESA). It is complementary to the Email Client Application (ECA), refer to Section 3. The server can automatically classify any email for any email server that integrates our web
services for any incoming email. This is based on the subjective evaluations of the emails carried out by the users of the developed ECA, or by using any email client application with the help of the Web Services that have been developed (See Section 6).

Using the innovative technology named as the web service (part of the cloud computing), we have developed a web service that allows any existing or new email server or email client application to ask for classifying an incoming email message. In addition, for companies or user groups and lists, the system administrator can simply create accounts for the users in the system in one action. After that, all the users can benefit from the services and features offered on the system. In addition, they can participate in the subjective spam evaluation process to enrich the system and to improve the accuracy of the subjective rating.

As said before, it is known that all the existing objective anti-spam filters are not accurate and thus give false positives and false negative classification. The most accurate one is the subjective method. By allowing the user to give his feedback about the received email and by building a huge server application hosting all the accounts of the users, then once a new email is received by any user and opened, if the user subjectively classify it as a spam by clicking on the spam button, then the client application will send this email message to server saying that “this is a Spam”.

The server then take this into account and any new message will be checked against the existing database of the subjectively-classified email messages. If it is found, then the server will place the email in the Spam folder of the user. Usually, the spammers send the same email to many users (bulk) but changing only the destination. Thus, in this scenario, only the first user will open the spam email and any other user in the system will not be annoyed by that email with high confidence as the classification is done by human. Our developed system included the following features.

- Opened source software, where all the source codes are available on the project website.
- The developed application can be hosted on any web hosting environment having Internet Information Services (IIS) web server and MS SQL server 2008. Any company or a group of users can obtain the application with its source code, host it on their servers if they prefer to work locally (intranet of a company or an enterprise).
- The system is developed using the latest MS web development technology such as MS. Net framework v4.0, ASP.NET, VB.NET, etc. In addition, we have used the standard Web services to communicate with the system as well be explained in Section 5.
- The system is intended mainly for servicing the email servers to help them automatically obtain objective and subjective email filtering for the users having email accounts on these servers and/or allowing a single person to create and manage all the existing users on these servers. For this reason, a single user must be nominated by the enterprise, the company, the campus, or any establishment to manage the users (adding them to the system, validating them, disabling any one of these users, etc.). We refer to this user as the ServerUser. ServerUser must contact the system Superadmins to create a server manager account for them, upon approval, an account will be created for the ServerUser and an email will be sent to his account to activate his account. We have chosen this methodology to avoid the Spamming attack to the system and to allow the service for the serious people only.
- Once the ServerUser account is created and activated, he/she can log into the system and create client access accounts on the system for all the users on the email server in that enterprise, the company, the campus, or any establishment. The simplest way for doing that is by composing all the user information in a single Excel file and importing them from the system. We have prepared a template excel file that can be used for that purpose. One very important thing to be noted is that, the ServerUser must enter the Email Server access information (the SMTP host name, the SMTP port number, the email access server type, the email access host name, and the email access port number). This information plus the specific user information imported from the Excel file will be used for creating email client account for every user on the system.
- Upon the creation of user accounts of the users in previous step by the ServerUser, anyone of these users can log into the system (The Email Client Application described in details in Section 3).
- All the features provided in the Email Client Application are integrated on the developed Cooperative Anti-Spam Email Server Application. There is no need to repeat them here, for more details, please see Section 3.
- The system developers can make use of the developed Web Services (cf. Section 6) allow these users to remotely provide their subjective voting on the emails they receive. In addition, the system developers can include these web services to allow their email servers to automatically classify any incoming email for these users as spam or non-spam.
- Each user is assigned a confidence factor to avoid injecting bogus data by malicious users. If he/she reported a spam email with other users, this factor will be increased, otherwise, it is decreased. If the confidence factor of the user was less than a threshold,
then this user is placed on the black list and all his/her future judgments will be ignored.

- The system periodically calculates and updates the Confidence Factor for all the Email Users on the system. As this step is a lengthy process and usually the usual user can vote on around 10 emails daily, there is no need to shorten the period. We have chosen that this process can be done once per day (every 24 hours). In addition, for the optimization reasons, we have chosen to make the processes be executed by the database server as a stored procedure and called by the web server once per day. Again for optimization reasons, only the users who voted on some emails during the current period are processed (their votes are stored on a table during that period), then this table is flushed. The calculation of the confidence factor of the user is done in the database table as a Computed Column based on the # of Correct Votes and the # of Wrong Votes of the user using the following formula. The constant 0.000000001 is to avoid the divide by zero problem and to avoid using an additional test condition. If the user provides less than 30% correct votes, then his confidence factor is zero (as if he/she is panned or blacklisted). Thus all his/her next votes will not be considered. There is no need to manually remove the user from the black list. The user can help him/herself by improving his subjective evaluation. As the script is executed daily, once he/she gives better votes (more than the 30% threshold), his/her opinion on filtering email messages subjectively will be considered weighed to the value of the confidence factor.

```
(case when [NoCorrectVotes]/
  (([NoCorrectVotes]+[NoWrongVotes])+
  (0.000000001))<(0.3) AND
  ([NoCorrectVotes]+[NoWrongVotes])>(100)
  then (0) else [NoCorrectVotes]/([NoCorrectVotes]+
  [NoWrongVotes])+(0.000000001) end)
```

- Once an email arrives on any of the Inbox of any of the Email users, if the user opens it and classify it as Spam, in this case, it will be placed on the Spam folder of that user. However, we cannot be sure that this email is Spam (we cannot base our judgment on a single user). As a result, when any user opens his Inbox folder in any email account, the new emails will be processed as follows. If the email is previously rated by any user as Spam, we check the SpamWeight. If it is >4, then the email is moved to the Spam folder, else it is moved to the Gray folder. If not previously rated by any user, the email remains in its folder (after executing the user defined filtering rules). The SpamWeight for each message is calculated based on the Confidence Factor of the voting user. If the user rate the email as Spam, then the SpamWeight is incremented by the Confidence Factor of the voting user, else, the SpamWeight is decreased by the Confidence Factor of the voting user. One problem is that once the user opens the any of the Email folders, the email will be classified based on the previously mentioned rule and it will remain in that state even if its SpamWeight is updated with time by other users. It could remain in the Inbox even if it is Spam and it could remain in the Gray or the Spam folder even if it is legitimate email. To solve this problem, we have designed a stored procedure that executes every 10 minutes on the database server that periodically updates the states of the emails of the users based on the overall user voting’s. To avoid updating the status of the emails that have been moved by the user manually, we apply this procedure to those emails that are not moved manually by the user using the isMovedByUser flag.

### 6. AntiSpam Web Services

We have developed a complete solution consisting in two main components: the first one is the complete Email Client Application (refer to Section 3 for more details) and the second one is the Cooperative Anti-spam Server Application (refer to Section 5 for more details). We know, however, that there are many people who are not willing to migrate to our Email Client Application, even if it has many features. For example, Gmail, yahoo, live, hotmail, enterprise email servers like Exchange Servers, Exim, etc email users are billions and cannot migrate to ECA. Even if the system support the access to these email servers email accounts and their email boxes can be accessed from that system, the end users and even the owners of these email solutions may not prefer to migrate. From another point of view, the subjective anti-spam filtering accuracy depends on the number of the users voting on the viewed email. Even if we have used the confidence factor to eliminate or minimize the unreliable and the malicious users, the more the email voters, the more accurate the results will be.

Because of all these reasons, we have developed some standard web services that can be used by almost any email access client software and almost any email server software. To illustrate the idea, let’s assume that a company would like to make use of the spam filtering solutions provided by the developed solution which is installed on the (http://www.aspam.org). In this case, a developer must add a simple code to the email server such that on the arrival of any email, a request to our system will be sent to know if that email is previously received by any users and classified as spam or not. The
response from our system to the company email server would contain much other useful information.

The company email server then based on the received response can decide to place the email in the Inbox of the user or to move it to the Spam folder. This action is completely transparent to the end user. Taking this into account, almost all the emails servers can integrate this functionality to their servers to provide the subjective and objective email filtering solution for their end users. This is exactly the first web service that we have developed. It is named as \texttt{ClassifyNeutralEmail}. We know that the privacy is of great importance for the users. Additionally, not all the email information is required by the system to be able to match the email in the database of the system. After several studies, we concluded that only the email sender and the message body are needed (as described in Section 5). Other information such as the recipients (To and CC fields), the subject, the receive time, the sent time, MessageID, etc. can be variable for the same spam email from user to user. In addition, the spammers can change these fields per users. Thus to increase the accuracy and to maintain the privacy of the users, no need to send these values and no data will be stored on the system on the request of the request from the servers. Regarding to the Body contents, it has to be neutralized (as described in Section 3).

On the other hand, what about the existing email clients applications such as Ms outlook, Thunderbird, Web-based email access clients (e.g. Gmail, yahoo, Outlook Web Access, etc), and the Smartphone email access programs (Android, Iphones, IPad, Nokia, Windows Mobile, etc)? Billions of users are using these email access programs and they liked it and cannot change to another solution easily. We can hit two birds by a single stone using the following procedure. We have developed several standard web services that can be directly integrated with almost any existing email access clients (Mail User Agents) to allow the billions of these end users to participate into the subjective email filtering problem.

The developers can simply add two simple buttons on this Mail User Agents (MUA) if they do not exist before. The first one will be shown when the user opens and email found in the Inbox labeled “This is a Spam message”. When the user open an email and decide that this is a spam and he/she clicks on that button, a call to \texttt{reportSpamEmail} web service will be executed. The message will be executed on the remote server (Our system). An intelligent search in the database will be performed to find if the message is reported previously by any user. If it is found, then update the message record by incrementing the number \texttt{ReportedAsSpam} counter and decreasing the \texttt{SpamWeight} by the Confidence Factor of that user. If the email is found, then update the message record by decrementing the number \texttt{ReportedAsSpam} counter and decreasing the \texttt{SpamWeight} by the Confidence Factor of that user. If the email is not found in the database, then a record for it is created and the voting counters for it are initialized.

Similarly, when the user is viewing the contents of his/her Spam folder on the MUA, he/she can decide that an email is not a spam. Thus, a developer can update this MUA software by adding a button labeled “This is not a spam” as an option. When the user clicks on that button a call to the web service named \texttt{reportNonSpamEmail} will be executed. The message will be executed on the remote server (Our system). An intelligent search in the database will be performed to find if the message is reported previously by any user. If it is found, then update the message record by decremented the number \texttt{ReportedAsSpam} counter and decreasing the \texttt{SpamWeight} by the Confidence Factor of that user. If the email is not found in the database, then a record for it is created and the voting counters for it are initialized.

For security reasons, all the implemented web services cannot be used anonymously. Reporting a spam message or reporting non-spam email message must be done using a previously registered user. This is to avoid the attacks from the spammers or the malicious users. In addition, this is a must for calculating and updating the confidence factor of the reporting user. It may be thought that forcing all the users to create an account on the system can be difficult task, but using the Cooperative Anti-spam Server Application (refer to Section 5, Page 17 for more details), all the users accounts can be created in a single operation, by importing their details from a single excel file.

For the performance and availability issues, and to be able to service millions of users and thousands of email servers and email access clients, the system must be installed on a server farm.

Another factor is the intelligent technique in the search in the database. The database tables could contain millions of records. Thus, for every incoming email a search must be done on the entire database. Even using the Indexing technique cannot help because that can make inserting and updating very slow. We are using a method which consists in using Hashing technique combining both the Sender + the body. We search based on the hash code (MD5). The hash code can be indexed and as it is constant size, it cannot make performance issue on the Insert and the Update. We know that several different emails can have the same hash code, thus, we iteratively try to scan all the messages having the same hash code to find the exact match.

7. Using the Aspam Web Services

We briefly explain here how to integrate these web services within the email applications: Mail User Agent (MUA) and Mail Servers. Details on how to integrate the web services in any application is outside the scope of
In this paper. It is extremely simple for a professional developer. There exist many resources on the Internet showing how to use them. These web services are provided with the source code of the developed applications. Several sample applications are developed and can be obtained from the source code of the whole system.

These web services are hosted in the web site of the project under the following link:
http://www.asites.org/aspamServices.svc. If you navigate to that link, you will simple see a very simple how-to use these services. The source code of the web services are also provided and can be used in a stand-alone installation within the whole system. More details and description of the web services and the sample application code description are provided in an extended technical report [35].

8. Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, a new technique for spam filtering that combines both the traditional spam filtering methods and a smart cooperative subjective spam filtering method is presented. A developed email client application (ECA) that implements the proposed technique is described. This application provides the traditional email services in addition to the spam filtering features. It makes use of the user voting on the incoming emails to classify the rest of the similar emails for the other users automatically. The second developed application that is described in the paper is the Cooperative Anti-Spam Email Server Application. It complements the ECA and provides several features for the enterprises and the email service providers. Finally, a set of standard web services that we have developed are presented. One of them allows any existing email server to request for filtering any arrived email as spam or not based on the subjective spam filtering technique provided here. The other web services allow the users of the existing email client applications to participate on the subjective spam filtering activity on the centralized system. The system is validated and tested. The accuracy of the system depends on the number of users using it. As more users use the system, its accuracy increases.
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